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 Adult Family Home Disclosure of Services 
 Required by RCW 70.128.280 

HOME / PROVIDER 

     Graceland  afh  llc 
LICENSE NUMBER 

752796      

NOTE:  The term “the home” refers to the adult family home / provider listed above. 

The scope of care, services, and activities listed on this form may not reflect all required care and services the home 
must provide. The home may not be able to provide services beyond those disclosed on this form, unless the needs can 
be met through “reasonable accommodations.” The home may also need to reduce the level of care they are able to 
provide based on the needs of the residents already in the home.  For more information on reasonable accommodations 
and the regulations for adult family homes, see Chapter 388-76 of Washington Administrative Code.  
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About the Home   
1.  PROVIDERS STATEMENT (OPTIONAL) 

The optional provider’s statement is free text description of the mission, values, and/or other distinct attributes of the 
home.the mission and determination of this AFH is to ensure the very best of care to all residents without 
discriminationon any grounds.This is a commitment.to the well being of all our residents and to see themhave a happy 
decent way to live 
      
2.  INITIAL LICENSING DATE 

     12/19/2015 
3.  OTHER ADDRESS OR ADDRESSES WHERE PROVIDER HAS BEEN LICENSED: 

      
4.  SAME ADDRESS PREVIOUSLY LICENSED AS:yes 

      
5.  OWNERSHIP 
 Sole proprietor 
 [Limited Liability Corporation] 
 Co-owned by:        
 Other:        

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=388-76
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Personal Care   

“Personal care services” means both physical assistance and/or prompting and supervising the performance of direct 
personal care tasks as determined by the resident’s needs, and does not include assistance with tasks performed by a 
licensed health professional. (WAC 388-76-10000) 

1.  EATING 

If needed, the home may provide assistance with eating as follows:The home will provide all needed assistance with 
meals.including cooking.,taking care of individual dietary needs.feeding residents as per need.pureed foods as well as 
physical feeding where the need be. 

      
2.  TOILETING 

If needed, the home may provide assistance with toileting as follows:as per individual need we ensure all toileting is as 
comfortable as possible this includes proper positioning,all physical assistance neccesary.we provide safe hygienic 
environment for this.incontinence , suppository,loundry and all toileting needs we cater for.we also help residents use 
potable commodes where neccesary.we also assist with use of fracture pans if resident is unable to lift waist,urinals for 
men, bedpans for ladies. we clean all elimination equipment and label equipment for residents who share bathrooms. 

      
3.  WALKING 

If needed, the home may provide assistance with walking as follows:we cater for all ambulatory needs of the residents 
including physical assistance where need be.wheeling of wheel chairs assist.ensuring safe passageways for fall risk 
residents.we request for additional caregivers where need for one on one attention is determined. 

      
4.  TRANSFERRING 

If needed, the home may provide assistance with transferring as follows:we use hoyer lift where its needed.we also use 
other dshs recommended methods like pivoting,two people transfers where needed.we use sliding board for transfers 
into bathtabs and bath chairs and transfers from one sitting position to another. we use the transfer belts,gait belt when 
assisting people to walk. 

      
5.  POSITIONING 

If needed, the home may provide assistance with positioning as follows:residents who spend long periods in bed often 
need help getting comfortable positions.they also need periodic positioning to avoid stiffness , pressure sores and skin 
breakdown.so we use  specified guidlines for the five positions.1.supine 2.lateral 3. prone 4 fowlers and sims.for wheel 
chair bound residents we  reposition every two hours as needed.we have staff available 24/7 to ensure this guidlines are 
followed. 

      
6.  PERSONAL HYGIENE 

If needed, the home may provide assistance with personal hygiene as follows:by providing  the following services using 
the set guidelines.giving showers and or tub baths,giving complete bedbaths or as  needed,providing fingernail care, 
,foot care,shampooing hair combing and brushing hair, shaving residents.we also assist where neccessary with oral 
care. flossing and cleaning and storing dentures. 

      
7.  DRESSING 

If needed, the home may provide assistance with dressing as follows:as per need resident assisted to dress by our staff 
we will however encourage as much as possible independence.we will help with choice of clothing and actual physical 
assisitance where neccessary. 
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8.  BATHING 

If needed, the home may provide assistance with bathing as follows:we provide assistance with bathing as per need.full 
bedbaths,showers,tubbaths ,shampoo.when bathing residents we follow the guidelines and take extreme care for older 
skin and perineum.we take precaution to ensure the privacy and dignity of residents. 

      
9.  ADDITIONAL COMMENTS REGARDING PERSONAL CARE the home will give extreme attention to personal care giving residents all the required 
attention and services.staff will be trained and oriented in that direction. 

      
Medication Services   

If the home admits residents who need medication assistance or medication administration services by a legally 
authorized person, the home must have systems in place to ensure the services provided meet the medication needs of 
each resident and meet all laws and rules relating to medications. (WAC 388-76-10430) 

The type and amount of medication assistance provided by the home is:we give assistance and administration of drugs 
according to nurse delegation available as well as per all doctors orders given per resident. 

      
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS REGARDING MEDICATION SERVICES.we chart all medication given andlockaway all othe meds in individual boxes we 
also refrigerate all meds that so require. 

      
Skilled Nursing Services and Nurse Delegation   

If the home identifies that a resident has a need for nursing care and the home is not able to provide the care per chapter 
18.79 RCW, the home must contract with a nurse currently licensed in the state of Washington to provide the nursing 
care and service, or hire or contract with a nurse to provide nurse delegation. (WAC 388-76-10405) 

The home provides the following skilled nursing services:we work in conjunction with the nurse delegator and all other 
nursing services ie.gentiva ,homehealth as per recommendation.the scope of services depends on resident needs at the 
time.however if a situation warrants it we cal 911. 

      
The home has the ability to provide the following skilled nursing services by delegation: 

medication administration, suppository,applying skin medication and ointments.insulin      
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS REGARDING SKILLED NURSING SERVICE AND NURSING DELEGATION 

     michelle stevens the ND is always on call and available for resident nursing needs where skilled 
nursings required 

Specialty Care Designations   
We have completed DSHS approved training for the following specialty care designations: 
  Developmental disabilities [yes] 
  Mental illness[yes] 
  Dementia[yes] 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS REGARDING SPECIALTY CARE DESIGNATIONS 

      
Staffing   

The home’s provider or entity representative must live in the home, or employ or have a contract with a resident 
manager who lives in the home and is responsible for the care and services of each resident at all times. The provider, 
entity representative, or resident manager is exempt from the requirement to live in the home if the home has 24-hour 
staffing coverage and a staff person who can make needed decisions is always present in the home. (WAC 388-76-
10040) 
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 The provider lives in the home.[yes] 
 A resident manager lives in the home and is responsible for the care and services of each resident at all times. 
 The provider, entity representative, or resident manager live in the home and the home has 24-hour staffing 

coverage, and a staff person who can make needed decisions is always present in the home. [yes] 

The normal staffing levels for the home are: 

 Registered nurse, days and times:  we contact the registered nurse delegator anytime need arises.[yes]       

 Licensed practical nurse, days and times:         

 Certified nursing assistant or long term care workers, days and times 24/7[yes]       

 Awake staff at night  daily [yes] 

 Other:        
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS REGARDING STAFFING:we strictly adhere to hiring guidlines and ensure our staff  are well oriented and trained. 

      

Cultural or Language Access   

The home must serve meals that accommodate cultural and ethnic backgrounds (388-76-10415) and provide 
informational materials in a language understood by residents and prospective residents (Chapter 388-76 various 
sections) 

The home is particularly focused on residents with the following background and/or languages: 

     all backgrounds 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS REGARDING CULTURAL OR LANGUAGE ACCESS 

     we as much as posible try to accomodate different cultures and beliefs nobody will be 
discriminated on account of this. 

Medicaid   

The home must fully disclose the home’s policy on accepting Medicaid payments.  The policy must clearly state the 
circumstances under which the home provides care for Medicaid eligible residents and for residents who become eligible 
for Medicaid after admission.  (WAC 388-76-10522) 

 The home accepts both private and medicaid residents 

 The home will accept Medicaid payments under the following conditions:the home will accept medicaid funding for 
payment.if aprivate resident convertto medicaid funding we request  a 60 day noticeprior to the changes, any resident 
staying in aprivate room will pay $5000 for care and services. 

if aprivate resident converts to medicaid funding and the three beds are occupied the resident will have to find another 
placement and the home will assist the resident to find an appropriate facility. 

if a resident receiving medicaid funding wishes to reside in aprivate room and one is available theyll meet the difference 
to equal the private pay fee. 

      
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS REGARDING MEDICAID:the home will allow ample time for private residents who turn medicaid to  find suitable relocation 
if all the medicaid beds are occupied. 

      
Activities   

The home must provide each resident with a list of activities customarily available in the home or arranged for by the 
home (WAC 388-76-10530). 
The home provides the following:we provide for any specific interests of our residents.we have group chats. puzzles ' 
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play darts.watch tv.we encourage independence by letting residents do chores they enjoy. 
      
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS REGARDING ACTIVITIES. we encourage residents to engage us on activities of their choice 

      

 


